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ABSTRACT Airline disruption is universal phenomenon that block the originally scheduled flights, and the
slow recovery scheduling causes a lot of losses to both the airline companies and the passengers. However, it
is very difficult to generate a new recovery scheduling in a reasonable time by traditional methods, especially
for large dimension airline disruption problem. To deal with this problem rapidly, the airline disruption
problem will be reformulated as integer programmings and a distributed network, which is based on the
fixed-point iterative method for integer programming, will be developed in this paper. In response to the
airport closure, an airplane reschedule is constructed by these feasible flight lines. In the implementation of
distributed network, a certain number of independent segments are obtained by dividing the solution space.
As a feature of this fixed-point method, the number of partial feasible flight lines, which have to be calculated
for finding an optimized airplane reschedule, is much fewer compared with the number needed by CPLEX
CP Optimizer. This is the first distributed integer programming method to large airline disruption problems
caused by airports closure. In the numerical results, the proposed distributed approach shows promising,
especially for solving the large dimension airline disruption problem.

INDEX TERMS Airline disruption management, irregular operation, airports closure, integer programming,
distributed computation.

I. INTRODUCTION
Generally, a disruption situation which is one of the major
challenges that the airline industry currently faces stems from
a local urgency event, for example an airport closure, a flight
delay, or s an aircraft maintenance has problem, although the
airlines put considerable effort into scheduling. The disrup-
tions of one flight always have an important impact on the
following flights, so lots of flight cancelations and delays will
be generated because of the former delay [1]. The European
airline has an in-depth investigation about the flights delay
and finds that even bad weather condition causes only about
3.6% flight delay, however, the spread of the delayed flights
create up to 15.1% delay [2]. In other words, it is more impor-
tant to formulate the airline disruption problem and solve

the formulation for rescheduling rapidly than to research the
sources of disruptions.

Numerous literatures reports different novel approaches
for solving this tough problem, i.e. airline disruption prob-
lems caused by airports closure. The paper [3] identified the
demerits of scheduling at Heathrow airport because of a short
airport closure. In this closure, system disruptions assessed
consist of flight rerouting, flight delays, flight cancellations,
and flight diversions to alternate airports. Additionally,
both the influence on fuel consumption and CO2 emis-
sions were analyzed employing the Reorganized Air Traf-
fic Control Mathematical Simulator Plus simulation model
and the Advanced Emission Model tool. Then, the relation-
ship between severe weather events associated with climate
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change and airport operations disruption can be assessed by
the results and it helps provide base for finding methods to
deal with airline disruption problems originated from air-
ports closure. The research [4] analyzed the effectiveness of
tourism-oriented airports to arrange departing passengers in
case of an unforeseen airport closure due to weather events,
terrorist attacks and industrial actions and conducted a case
study on the most occupied tourism-oriented island airport
in Europe, i.e. Palma de Mallorca Airport (PMI). As a flash
point, the paper considered the full passenger itineraries by
using air passenger demand data which help to model an
airline recovery process in event of an airport closure. For
the sake of reducing the impact on stranded tourists, the
analysis on policy development is concentrated. The novel
methodological process include generating a baseline travel
dataset, simulating all the 19 closure scenarios and sequen-
tially relocating the influenced passengers. A framework [5],
[6] which is based on a basic model established as a time-
space network has been developed to help control sched-
ule perturbations caused by the temporary airports closure.
Those models contribute to developing many strategic net-
work models for scheduling and are translated to either pure
network flow problems or network flow problems which
are then computed employing the network simplex method
and a Lagrangian relaxation-based algorithm, respectively.
A duty-based formulation [7] is proposed to deal with the
crew recovery problem. The approach can reduce the problem
size by resolving the disruption within every duty period and
hence shortening recovery horizons. In the branch-and-price-
based solution method, the master problem is expressed in a
set covering formulation and the pricing problem is expressed
in a resource constrained shortest path. The novel method
was examined on numerous scenarios ranging from single
flight delay to airport closure. The conclusions indicate the
computational cost is acceptable for operational environment.
The paper [8] employs a Method of Inequality-based Multi-
objective Genetic Algorithm (MMGA) in which a traditional
Genetic Algorithm (GA) and a multi-objective optimization
method are combined to generate an efficient multi-fleet
aircraft routing algorithm for the schedule disruption of short
flights. The combination enables MMGA to address multi-
ple objectives simultaneously and explore the best solution.
Although Operations Research (OR) techniques expressed
by a precise mathematical model is traditionally employed
to deal with the airline schedule disruption management
problem, it is difficult to define a precise model for airline
operations including numerous factors. However, in the men-
tioned paper, it is efficient to recover the perturbation relying
on Multi-objective Optimization Airline Disruption Manage-
ment by GA and it is confirmed by the experimental results.
Furthermore, the results in the manuscript demonstrate that
the method can be extended as a real-time decision support
method for relatively practical complex airline operations.

A local search heuristic method [9], which has the ability
to find suitable revised flight schedules in a certain good
quality within 10 seconds, has been developed. However, the

examples which are used in the paper are generated ran-
domly rather than practical airline schedules. An optimization
model [10] contained by both a set partitioning problem and a
route generation procedure has been presented to reschedule
flight routes by minimizing an objective function that is about
the cancelation costs. A mixed integer multi-commodity flow
model [11] with side constraints has proposed. Under the
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition thismodel becomes a set pack-
ing model. There are two instances tested in this paper, and
the larger instance costs much more time than the smaller
one. A two-steps framework [12] has been developed to
construct a real-time schedule. An introduction to airline dis-
ruption management and experiences from project Descartes
has been given [13]. A preliminary idea of changing airline
disruption problem into the integer programming has been
introduced in the paper [14]. Further research about this
idea has been developed by the paper [15], [16] and [17].
To obtain more theoretical descriptions on airline disruption
scheduling, one can refer to the review paper [18]–[22] and
books [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]. For the potential
methods which can be used to airline disruptionmanagement,
one can consult to the papers [29]–[35].

As is known, lots of losses have made due to the slow
recovery scheduling. However, in the process of recovery
scheduling it is very hard to find all the feasible flight lines
in a reasonable time, especially for the large airline dis-
ruption problem. Only partial feasible flight lines are nec-
essary. In this research, the airline disruption problem is
divided into two subproblems: one is feasible flight lines
generation problem and the other is airplanes reschedule
problem. After dividing the solution space into several seg-
ments, a distributed network which is based on Dang and Ye’s
algorithm [36] is developed to obtain feasible flight lines.
When the large airplanes reschedule problem is solved by
partial feasible flight lines, the comparisons have been made.
According to the literature reviews, Lius method [8] has the
best performance. Therefore, we only compare our method
with Lius method, as well as our former Dang’s method.

In this paper, the airline disruption problems have been
formulated to the integer programming. Therefore, the com-
putational complexity of this approach is the same with the
integer programming. As is known, the integer problem is
NP-hardand it is very difficult to solve by traditional methods,
especially for large dimension problem. Theoretically, Dang
and Ye’s methods are very suitable for solving this kind of
problems. What is more, a distributed implementation of
Dang and Ye’s methods have also been developed to cal-
culate the obtained integer formulation. The flight schedule
instances used in this paper comes from the paper [8]. Com-
parisons between the solutions, which are obtained by partial
feasible flight lines which are solved by Dang and Ye’s algo-
rithm and those obtained by Liu’s method [8] for airplanes
reschedule problems, will be provided in this manuscript.
After more relatively partial feasible flight lines by Dang and
Ye’s algorithm are provided, final solutions which have less
total delay time than the solutions generated by Liu’s method
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can be shown. Therefore, one can see that the Dang and Ye’s
algorithm obviously outperform the other methods.

The rest organization of this paper can be described as
follows. Section II gives the introduction of the mathematical
formula of this airline disruption problem and dividing the
problem into two kinds of subproblems. As a new method
for integer programming, Dang and Ye’s iterative method is
proposed in Section III. Section IV develops a distributed
computation implementation to find feasible flight lines.
In SectionV, performance comparisons and some discussions
are given. Section VI offers a conclusion of this this research.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this paper, one can consider a situation that a thunder-
storm happens, and it causes that one or more airports are
temporarily closed. All flights, which are served by the
closed airports, are suspended until the airports reopen again.
A minimum impact from the thunderstorm can be obtained
after reschedule of the airline by reassigning of all the flight
legs to all the airplanes. In order to obtain an airplanes
reschedule which can minimize deviation from the original
schedule and the loss of disruption, the procedure of solving
this airline disruption problem is divided into two subprob-
lems: one is feasible flight lines generation problem and the
other is airplanes reschedule problem.

The notations used in the formulation can be introduced as
follows.

Indices

i, j, k the indices of flight
t the index station

Sets

F the set of all the flights
S the set of all the stations

Parameters
tdi duration time of a flight i
tti turnaround time for a flight i
Tj total time from the departure of flight j to the

departure curfew time of a station
dit = 1, if flight i leaves the station t; = 0, if not
ait = 1, if flight i reaches the station t; = 0, if not
estijk = 1, if flight k’s destination station and flight j’s

original station are the same station, and flight k’s
original station and flight j’s destination station are
the same station; = −1, if flight i’s destination station
and flight k’s original station are the same station,
or flight i’s destination station and flight
k’s destination station are the same station,
or flight i’s original station and flight k’s
original station are the same station, or flight i’s
original station and flight k’s destination station are
the same station; = 0, otherwise

enjt = −1, if flight j’s destination station is the station t ,
or flight j’s original station is the station t; = 0,
otherwise

Variables

xi = 1 if the i which is flight leg is contained among
a feasible flight line; = 0, if not

st = 1 if the feasible flight line’s starting point
is the station t; = 0, if not

kt = 1 if the feasible flight line’s destination point is the
station t; = 0, if not

The mathematical formulation of feasible flight line gener-
ation

∃xi, st , kt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ F, ∀t ∈ S, (1a)

subject to

(limitation on flight time)
Card(F)−1∑

i=j

xi(tdi + tti) ≤ Tj, ∀j ∈ F, (1b)

(node conservation)∑
i∈F

xiait −
∑
i∈F

xidit + st − kt = 0, ∀t ∈ S, (1c)

(flow from source node)∑
i∈F

xidit ≥ st , ∀t ∈ S, (1d)

(flow to sink node)∑
i∈F

xiait ≥ kt , ∀t ∈ S, (1e)

(source node cover)∑
t∈S

st = 1, (1f)

(sink node cover)∑
t∈S

kt = 1, (1g)

(subroute elimination)∑
i∈F

xiestijk +
∑
t∈S

stenjt +
∑
t∈S

ktenjt ≥ 1, (1h)

∀j ∈ F, ∀k ∈ (j+ 1, · · · ,Card(F)− 1). (1i)

More details of the formulation and the feasible transfor-
mation pseudo code can be found in the previous work [16].
However, each of these two paper focuses on different dis-
ruption. This manuscript focuses on disruption problems
caused by airports closure, while the other paper pays
more attention on disruption problem caused by ground-
ings. What is more, the new method has obvious advantage
on large dimension disruption problems caused by airports
closure.

The other subproblem is formulated as a resource assign-
ment problem which is very hard to solve as introduced in the
research [37], [38]. However, after a certain number of partial
feasible flight lines of the formulation (1) obtained using the
distributed fixed-point method in Section III, this airplanes
rescheduled problem could be worked out easily.

The formulation for the airline rescheduled subproblem
can be introduced as follows. To simplify the problem, the
assumption is adopted that all airplanes are derived from the
same fleet.
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The notations, which are used in the formulation, can be
described as follows.

Indices

i the indices of flight
j the indices of route
t the index of station

Sets

F the set of all flights
S the set of all stations
P the set of all feasible flight lines

Parameters

xij = 1, if i, which stands for a flight, is contained in the
feasible flight line j; = 0, if not

stj = 1, if the feasible flight line j’s starting point is the
station t; = 0, if not

ktj = 1, if the feasible flight line j’s destination point is
the station t; = 0, if not

dtj the feasible flight line j’s delay time
ht number of airplane needed to leave the starting

point t
gt number of airplane needed to arrive at the sink

point t
TN the sum number of all airplanes

Variables

yj = 1, if the feasible flight line j is rescheduled to an
airplane; = 0, if not

zi = 1 if the flight i is canceled; = 0, if not

The mathematical formulation of airplane reschedule

minimize
∑
j∈P

dtjyj (2a)

subject to
(flight cover)∑

j∈P

xijyj + zi = 1, ∀i ∈ F, (2b)

(airplanes balance of source stations)∑
j∈P

stjyj = ht , ∀t ∈ S, (2c)

(airplanes balance of sink stations)∑
j∈P

ktjyj = gt , ∀t ∈ S, (2d)

(total available airplanes)∑
j∈P

yj = TN , (2e)

(binary assignment)
yj ∈ {0, 1}, ∀j ∈ P, (2f)

(binary assignment)
zi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ F . (2g)

For the details of the explanation for this formulation, one
can also reference the paper [16], while all the variables are

on the conditions of airports closure. Traditionally, CPLEX
Optimizers Concert Technology is applied to calculate the
formulation (2) of this kind, whose solutions are combined
with feasible flight lines. Sometimes more than one optimum
solutions exist. However, the number of preliminary flight
lines are different among the optima. One can see that the
more preliminary flight lines contained in a combination of
the feasible flight lines, the better. This is because more
preliminary flight lines in the combination imply that the
reschedule has less deviation from the original schedule.
In this paper a distributed fixed-point iterative integer pro-
gramming is developed to obtain the combination which
contains the maximum number of preliminary flight lines.

III. METHODOLOGY
As known, the CPLEX can solve both the formulation (1)
and the formulation (2). However, for the airline disrup-
tion problem with large dimension it is impossible to find
all the formulation (1)’s feasible flight lines using CPLEX
CP Optimizer tool. Let’s explain this through an instance.
In Section V, an instance includes 140 legs of flight. If each
flight line’s length is limited between 10 and 13 legs of
flight in the original arrangement, then the upper limit num-
ber of feasible flight lines of the formulation (1) will be
C10
140 + C

11
140 + C

12
140 + C

13
140 = 7.98× 1017. The upper time-

limit of finding all the feasible flight lines of the formula-
tion (1) for this instance through CPLEX CP Optimizer tool
can be obtained by a simple calculation. Generally, it costs
about 21762ms to obtain 100000 feasible flight lines using
the CPLEX CP Optimizer tool, and the average computing
time to obtain a feasible flight line is more than 0.21762ms
because more time will be cost to obtain a feasible flight
line when the search tree goes deeper. In order to find
all the feasible flight lines which is about 7.98 × 1017, it
will cost more than 173623605779542.113s which is equal
about 5505568.423years in the worst case using CPLEX CP
Optimizer.

To solve the above issue, a distributed implementation
of Dang and Ye’s algorithm is developed. This algorithm
has a good performance to find feasible flight lines through
dividing the solution space of the formulation (1) into a
certain number of segments. This distributed method works
well even when the dimension of the problem is very large.
This Dang and Ye’s algorithm, which has been developed
in the research [36], is the improvement of Dang’s iterative
method [39]. Numerical calculation has show that the for-
mer method requires fewer number of linear programming
and costs less time to find a integer solution than the later
method. Firstly, a simple example will be given to illustrate
Dang and Ye’s algorithm.

A polytope P will be defined to explain this method. Let
P = {x ∈ R2

|Ax ≤ b} with

A =

−17 2
6 5
−3 −3

 and b =

−84
7

 (3)
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and let a lattice D(P) = {x ∈ Z2
|x l ≤ x ≤ xu} which

can be described in Figure 1, the problem intend to find a
x(x ∈ P

⋂
D(P)) or prove that there is no such point exists.

The idea to calculate this problem is to state an increasing-
mapping. This mapping is defined form the lattice into itself.

FIGURE 1. Explanation of polytope P and lattice.

All the integer solutions, which are outside the polytope P,
are mapped to the first integer point in this polytope. This first
integer point is not bigger than them which are in the lexico-
graphical order or x l . All integer solutions, which are inside
the P, are fixed points by this procedure. After a certain num-
ber of iterations, this procedure either proves no such integer
point exists or obtains an integer solution in P for any given
initial integer point. After a simple improvement, all the inte-
ger solutions in the polytope could be found sequentially [36].
This method has been widely used in many applications, such
as market split problem [40], Nash equilibria problem [41]
and so on. The research [36], [39] has given the details of
this method. It is stated that the more preliminary flight lines
contained in a combination of the feasible flight lines, the
better. One feature of the Dang and Ye’s algorithm for integer
programming is that the integer solution near the starting
point will be found firstly. This feature could be explained
by the Figure 1. Under this feature, more preliminary flight
lines contained in a combination of the feasible flight lines
will be obtained.

At the beginning of this distributed implementation, the
solution space is split up to a certain number of parts, and the
computing integer points is conducted simultaneously in each
part by Dang and Ye’s algorithm. Since the divided parts are
self-governed to each other, the computing procedure for inte-
ger points in each segment could be executed simultaneously
in each computer and processor. Two division methods have
been developed to solve airline disruption problems [16].

FIGURE 2. Nearly average division method.

One division method, which have a good performance, is
dividing the solution space into a certain number of segments
which contain nearly equal integer points inD(P). For a large
dimension problem, if a sufficient number of computers and
processors are provided, the solution space could be divided
into subsegments small enough, each of subsegments can
be solved in a reasonable time. If the computing of some
subsegment lasts too long or there is no more processors can
be given, another division method has been developed. This
cutting method is designed especially for airline disruption
problems. In this method, the preliminary flight lines are
taken as the initial points, subsegments are divided by 2 bound
points which are among two consecutive initial points by the
lexicographical order. Then the cluster is stated around each
initial point in each segment for computing, and a parameter
is applied to control the feasible flight lines’ number. The
details of the two division methods have been presented in
the previous work [16].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DISTRIBUTED NETWORK
Each subsegment is divided through the split method in
the paper [16] is self-governed to each other. Therefore, the
computing in each part could be done synchronously from the
start point to the end point by each independently computing
processor. In order to take greater advantage of hardware, the
communication network among the individual computers is
developed by Message Passing Interface (MPI), the a paral-
lel computing among the processors in a same computer is
conducted by OpenMP. The flow diagram of the distributed
computing process can be described in Figure 3.

The pseudo code of developing the distributed computing
network by OpenMP and MPI can be described as Figure 4.
One of a function of MPI called ‘‘MPI_Comm_rank’’ stands
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FIGURE 3. Distributed network process.

for the rank of a individual computer which begins from
0 and is kept as a variable computerid . A independent file
will be created as configuration file which contains all the
computer’s names. The master computer which takes charge
of controlling the procedure of all computing is defined in
the first part of this configuration file, and the master com-
puter’s computerid is equal to 0. The other slave ones are
assigned a certain number from one to the sum number of
slave computers. This configuration file has to be copied into
each participating computer, as well as the execution file of
the distributed computing programming. All execution files
in every computer have to be executed synchronously using
MPI order. At the beginning of execution procedure, the num-
ber of processors in each computer feedbacks to a variable
SystemInfo.dwNumberOfProcessors. Firstly the number of
each slave’s processors is sent from the individual slave to
the master computer, then the sum number of processors of
all the computers can be obtained. In the master computer, the
solution space is divided by one of the two division methods
as mentioned in the previous work [16] on account of the
sum number of processors. After then, each part’s beginning
point xsi and the last point xei are sent to the corresponding
slave computer from master computer. If a slave computer
has more than one processors, there is a parallel computation
will be carried out by OpenMP through a compiler directive
‘‘#pragma omp parallel’’ which will split up the loop itera-
tions. If the number of parts assigned to a computer is equal

to the number the computer’s processors, computing on all
the parts could be done synchronously too. If the number of
parts assigned to a computer is more than the number of this
computer’s processors, computing on the surplus parts could
begin at the moment of any of its processors completes its
work. As soon as the computing on all the parts in a individual
computers conpletes, the feasible flight lines obtained will be
transmited to the master computer in order to calculate the
formulation (2).

In order to make more processors can work together to
enhance the efficiency of computing, the number of subseg-
ments is matching to the number of processors,. On one hand
the efficiency of the proposed distributed computation is high.
On the other hand, the feasible flight lines found using the
division approach in the paper [16] outperform those perfor-
mance found using CPLEX CP Optimizer when the feasible
flight lines are used for solving the formulation (2). In addi-
tion to this, solutions using feasible flight routes calculated by
Dang and Ye’s algorithm through the second division method
in paper [16] have much less total delay time. Numerical
result comparisons are given in Section V.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this paper, there are two flight schedule instances which are
from Taiwanese Domestic Airlines. The instance are MD-90
fleet and DH-8 fleet which are firstly used in the paper [8].
The constraints and assumptions used in paper [8] are also
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FIGURE 4. Distributed computing network pseudo code.

adopted in this paper. MD-90 fleet makes up of 7 airplanes in
the same fleet that serve 70 flights between 6 cities a day, and
it works in a hub-and-spoke system. DH-8 fleet consists of
12 airplanes in the same fleet which serve 140 flights between
11 cities a day, and it is operated in a combined point-to-
point and hub-and-spoke system. Details of the two schedule

instances can be obtained in the paper [8]. This paper intends
to get a feasible solution which has less total delay time when
the stations TSA and TXG are restarted after a 60 minutes
temporary closure happens.

In this paper, a distributed computing network is built by
MPI to find the feasible flight lines formulation (1). This
network hardware makes up of 3 different individual com-
puters. One computer has 16 threads and the other two have
2 threads. The C++ is used for coding all programs, and
the CPLEX Concert Technology with 12.6.1 version is used
for solving the linear programming which has to be solved
in Dang and Ye’s algorithm. Firstly, the solution space of
the formulation (1) will be divided into several parts through
the initial seeds cluster division method, and the feasible
flight lines of the formulation (1) are obtained by CPLEX
CP Optimizer tool and [36]’s algorithm separately in every
parts. All the feasible flight lines are applied to generate a
solution of the formulation (2) with the situation that stations
TSA and TXG are temporarily closed for one hour because
of a thunderstorm. CPLEXOptimizers’s Concert Technology
is applied to solve the formulation (2). After the optimal
values of the formulation (2) has been calculated through the
partial feasible flight lines found by CPLEX CP Optimizer
tool and Dang’s algorithm respectively, a comparison is pre-
sented. After the optimal values of the formulation (2) has
been calculated through the partial feasible flight lines found
by Dang and Ye’s algorithm and Liu’s method respectively,
another comparison will be given too.

In the paper [14], Figure 5(a) shows the capabilities of the
partial feasible flight lines of the formulation (1) obtained
through CPLEX CP Optimizer and Dang’s algorithm to solve
the formulation (2). When the cluster size is increasing, the
total delay time of a solution solving by Dang’s algorithm is
decreasing in MD-90 fleet. In other words, the more partial
feasible flight lines obtained by Dang’s algorithm, the less
total delay time will be got. However, it is not the same for
the method of CPLEX CP Optimizer. For the DH-8 fleet, the
similar result as the MD-90 could be obtained. For explana-
tion of this result, one can consult the Figure 5(b).

Because Dang and Ye’s algorithm is the improvement of
Dang’s iterative method, the Dang and Ye’s algorithm cer-
tainly performance better than the CPLEX CP Optimizer.
Both of the two methods could be the core for integer pro-
gramming in the distributed computing network. The numer-
ical comparison of these twomethods will be given in Table 3.

The solutions, which calculated by the partial feasible
flight lines obtained by Dang and Ye’s algorithm in some
cluster sizes and a pareto optimal set found in [8], is presented
in Table 1 and Table 2. The solutions of MD-90 fleet are
shown in the Table 1 while the solutions of DH-8 fleet are
presented in theTable 2. A multi-objective genetic approach
has been developed in the research [8] to the airline disrup-
tion problem. In the paper [8], each population stands for
an airline schedule which is consisted of the flight line of
each airplane and the size of population is 100. The pareto
optimal sets in Liu’s method is got after 50000 generations
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TABLE 1. Comparison between Dang and Ye’s algorithm with Liu’s method for MD-90 fleet.

FIGURE 5. Comparison between Dang’s algorithm and CPLEX CP
Optimizer. (a) MD-90 fleet. (b) DH-8 fleet.

of computing. Billions of feasible flight lines are solved in the
computing optimum through this approach, at the same time
far fewer feasible flight lines obtained through Dang and Ye’s
algorithm are required to get the same or even better solutions
than those developed by Liu’s method [8].

The solution of MD-90 fleet instance can be see in Table 1,
the partial feasible flight lines obtained by Dang and Ye’s
algorithm with cluster size 20 can solve one of the pareto
optimal sets found by Liu’s method. If the cluster size add up
to 6000, the total delay time is 435 through the partial feasible
flight lines obtained through Dang and Ye’s algorithm. This
result is better than the one obtained by Liu’s method.

The total computational time of calculating the airline
disruption problem should contain both the computational
time of solving the formulation (1) and the computational
time of solving the fomulation (2). Considering the original
schedules are usually determined some days before the exe-
cution of schedules [18]. The partial feasible flight lines for
formulation (1) could be began to obtained once the original
schedules are ready. There is no need to wait till a disruption
happened that the feasible flight routes are started to generate.
Once a disruption occurred, partial feasible flight lines get
ready to obtain a solution of formulation (2). So computing
time of the formulation (1) can be ignored in the total com-
puting time of calculating these airline disruption problems.
Only the computing time of the formulation (2) is counted.
Therefore, for the computational time, the duration of this
method in Table 1 and Table 2 is the computing time of the
formulation (2), and it is much less than the duration of Liu’s
method which can obtain the solutions in minutes. It is very
important for practical application. If the dimension of the
problem adds and the number of slave computers increases,
the advantages are more obvious.

Since Dang and Ye’s algorithm is the improvement of
Dang’s iterative method, a comparison between the two
method when they are used to solve the problem (1) is given
in Table 3. Partial feasible flight lines obtained using the two
approaches are all the same. However, there are differences in
the cost of the computing time and the number of linear pro-
gramming. The number of the linear programming which are
used in Dang and Ye’s approach to find a feasible flight line
is about 1/6 of that used in Dang’s approach. The computing
time of Dang and Ye’s approach to obtain a feasible flight line
is about 1/4 of the computing time of Dang’s approach.

The initial points of Dang and Ye’s algorithm for genera-
tion is the starting point of flight lines. So the feasible flight
lines in the lexicographical order could be got sequentially by
Dang andYe’s algorithm. Because the variables xi’s in the for-
mulation (1) stand for the legs of flight that are rescheduled to
an increasing order of leaving time, the solutions found from
the preliminary flight line earlier are not more deflected from
the preliminary flight line than the ones found later. Besides,
there is no feasible flight line again among any two feasible
flight lines found continuously in the lexicographical order.
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TABLE 2. Comparison between Dang and Ye’s algorithm with Liu’s method for DH-8 fleet.

TABLE 3. Comparison between Dang and Dang-Ye.

Changes of new feasible flight lines are alterations of the legs
of flight in the last part of the primary flight lines at the first of
computing byDang andYe’s algorithm. The variations of legs
of flight spread from the last part of the primary flight lines
to the front part of flight lines with computing goes ahead.
Thus, the feasible flight lines found later are more deflected
from the preliminary flight lines. From comparisons one can
see that most of the solutions which have less total delay
time of the formulation (2) are obtained through the feasible
flight lines which are around each preliminary flight line in
the lexicographical order. Solutions which has much less total
delay time could be found through the feasible flight lines
which are relatively far from each preliminary flight line in
the lexicographical order. However, these solutions are more
deflected from the original airplane schedule.With a properly
cluster size, a solution of the formulation (2) can be obtained
which is very close to the optimum and less deflected from
the preliminary flight lines by the partial feasible flight lines
which are got by Dang and Ye’s algorithm together with
the initial seeds cluster division. If it is necessary, a set of
solutions, which have different total delay time and other
properties, could be obtained through the partial feasible
flight lines obtained using Dang andYe’s algorithm in various
cluster size for the users to make decision.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, it has developed a procedure for calculating
airline disruption problem. In this procedure, the problem has
been divided into two subproblems: one is solving feasible
flight lines generation subproblem and the other is airplanes
reschedule subproblem. The main focus of this paper is the
feasible flight lines generation subproblem. If the dimension
of airline disruption problem is large, in a reasonable time it
is impossible to calculate all the feasible flight lines. There-
fore, the solution space of this subproblem has been divided
into a certain number of segments which can be calculated
by distributed Dang and Ye’s algorithm simultaneously and
independently. From the computing experiments of two flight
schedules given, it is shown that Dang and Ye’s algorithm

obtains much fewer partial feasible flight lines for formula-
tion (2) to get a better solution than CPLEX CP Optimizer.
Besides, solutions which have less total delay time than those
solved by Liu’s method could be shown by relatively more
feasible flight lines provided. The solution of the formula-
tion (2) is more and more close to the optimum of the formu-
lation (2) if the cluster size is increasing. However, the flight
lines of the solution are more deflected from the preliminary
flight lines. In a reasonable time, for large dimension airline
disruption problems which are impossible to calculate all the
feasible solutions, a properly chosen cluster size could obtain
a solution of the formulation (2) which is at least very close
to the optimum and less deflected from the preliminary flight
lines by partial feasible flight lines which are got by Dang and
Ye’ method combined with the initial seeds cluster division.
The numerical results have shown that this distributedmethod
proposed is promising.

In the future work, disruptions caused by both airport
closures and airplane groundings will be considered together.
One can believe that Dang and Ye’s algorithm will have a
good performance in practice.
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